
THE FORGETTING CURVE AND HOW IT APPLIES TO ARCHERY AND SCHOOL
STUDIES.

  Odd you might think, that archery and studying for an exam have anything in common but they
do– probably many things but for one there is the “Forgetting curve”.  Within 24 hrs of you
learning something you will have forgotten most of it.  How much you forget varies but unless
you refresh it often and especially within 24 hrs most of it is gone. Sooooo what?  In your studies
the point is to learn and remember as much as possible about the subject you are studying–that is
what you are paying for so take heed and adjust your studies appropriately (frequent review). 
The “Forgetting curve” also applies to muscle memory (hence the connection).  In archery what
you work on as far as getting your shot cycle into muscle memory will be soon forgotten unless
you reinforce it quickly.  That is a problem with our current program where we meet only twice a
week.  So how do you help yourself overcome this???  Practice often- hmm maybe that can not
happen under current circumstances.  So I strongly suggest keeping a journal of things you work
on each session and to refer to that journal before the next practice. Then at the beginning of each
session going to the blank bale or 15 yd target for the first few ends and just concentrate on
relearning those things you worked on last time– don’t worry about hitting the bulls eye just
concentrate on form and getting that muscle memory back-especially the things you had trouble
with last time.  Then reinforce it during the rest of practice.  The more often you do this the more
quickly it will come back the next time– just like riding a bicycle --which is a long term muscle
memory skill.


